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This is my last column as KyOPA President.
Dr. Darlene Applegate of Western Kentucky University will be taking office as President of the
Organization at the Annual KyOPA Business Meeting to be held in conjunction with the KHC Archaeology Conference in February, and I will be
retreating back to blissful anonymity as a project
archaeologist at a CRM firm. I am grateful to the
members of KyOPA for giving me the opportunity to serve the Organization for the past two years
and I hope I've managed to do some good for the
profession of archaeology in Kentucky. It has been
challenging and frustrating at times. But all and
all, I've found it to be a rewarding experience.
When I took office a couple of years ago, Dr. Hank
McKelway, the out-going President, offered me
some advice that was repeated by a number of other
colleagues. Delegate. I took that advice to heart
and spent the better part of the past couple of years
trying to delegate just about everything to other
eager and more capable individuals. I would gratefully like to thank the members of the Board of
Directors and the many Full and Associate mem-
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lished a Preservation Action Committee to
pursue ways for KyOPA to become more
active with other groups. There is still a lot
of work to do in this area but the committee
has laid out some constructive groundwork.
We prepared a systematic summary of all
Kentucky laws and regulations that impact
cultural resource preservation and management and posted this on the KyOPA website
(www.kyopa.org). We've also prepared a list
of other professional organizations and interest groups who are concerned about
Kentucky's cultural resources. This list is
also available on the KyOPA website. There
is more that needs to be done as far as energizing the Organization, but these little steps
are critical to moving KyOPA forward to a
more active role in preserving and managing Kentucky's cultural resources.

hers who have stepped up to serve on committees
and assist in pursuing the goals of the Organization. Please accept my grateful appreciation for
your efforts. I would write all of your names down,
but it would fill up too many pages of the newsletter.
My last Presidents Corner will reflect on the
direction KyOPA has taken for the past couple of
years. In the first article I wrote, I laid out six basic goals I wanted to pursue while serving as President. Most of these ideas were being discussed by
the membership at large and I hoped to pull them
together into a series of clearly stated objectives
we could focus on. Here's a brief summary of the
goals and key achievements for each.
1)

2)

KyOPA must expand its membership and
the participation of the membership to represent a broader spectrum of archaeologists working in Kentucky. KyOPA continues to take strides in bringing more of
the state's professional archaeologists into
the organization. Professionals from more
than 20 separate campuses, state and Federal agencies, and CRM firms are represented and we continue to bring in new
members. The Board of Directors has tasked
the Vice-President to oversee membership
and no doubt we will continue to see the
Organization grow. A membership renewal
form is included with this newsletter so
please take the time to fill it out and mail it
in along with your membership dues. And
if you have a colleague who hasn't joined
KyOPA yet, sponsor them and get them involved in the Organization. Feel free to
browbeat. It's your duty as a member.

3)

KyOPA should seek to become active working with state and Federal elected leaders
as well as other preservation groups to
ensure existing CRM laws remain on the
books as well as to help develop effective
new laws that help protect the archaeological record. The Board of Directors estab-
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KyOPA should actively work to be recognized as a consulting party that represents
the concerns of the states archaeological
community. We started this effort with the
consultation on the Louisville/Southern Indiana Bridges project under the preceding
President, Hank McKelway. Most agree that
our first foray as a consulting party was very
successful. We moved on to act as a consulting party on the River Road Project, also
in Louisville. In both cases, the most sensitive issue was the treatment of human remains. The archaeologists representing
KyOPA worked hard to be constructive participants in the consultation process while
firmly demanding that the federal and state
agencies involved fulfill their cultural resource management responsibilities.
KyOPA is currently engaged as a consulting party for the Limits of Acceptable
Change (LAC) process for the Red River
Gorge in the Daniel Boone National Forest. Susan Neumeyer has provided an article in this issue of the Newsletter that summarizes the LAC process and the role that
KyOPAmembers can take as participants. I
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present a cohesive statement regarding the
value of archaeological study of human remains and our stance on when archaeological investigations of human remains are appropriate. The membership will be asked
to vote on this proposal at the upcoming Annual Business Meeting in February. A draft
of the proposed position statement is provided in this issue of the newsletter.

believe it is safe to say that KyOPA has established itself as a constructive consulting
partner to state and federal agencies and I
fully expect the Organization to continue
these efforts.

4)

KyOPA should develop a dialogue with
Native American Tribal groups to find
ways we can work together and identify
common goals. I believe this to be one of
the most important tasks for KyOPA to undertake. We need to be respectful of Native
American sensibilities and we need to honestly and openly share our feelings about
the value of archaeological research. As a
point of beginning, KyOPA's Native American Consultation Committee led by Darlene
Applegate and Kelli Carmean has opened a
dialogue with the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (EBCI). We made our initial
contacts with the Cherokee and other tribal
groups during consultation on the Louisville/Southern Indian Bridges and River
Road consultations. We are now working
to build a relationship of trust and cooperation outside of the difficult consultation process that comes with specific construction
projects or issues. The committee has already made one trip to visit the Elders Council of the EBCI and plan a follow-up meeting this coming spring. We hope to expand
the discussions to include other contemporary Native American groups with historic
ties to Kentucky.
The Native American Consultation Committee is also spearheading an effort to develop a formal position statement for
KyOPA that outlines the Organization's
stance on the treatment of human remains
encountered at archaeological sites and held
in museum collections. The treatment of
human remains is the most divisive issue
separating professional archaeologists and
the Native American community. In order
to pursue a more open and constructive dialog with Native Americans we need to
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5)

KyOPA should expand its efforts at public
outreach and education to help the state's
residents better understand their rich heritage and help them find ways to work towardpreservation. Educational outreach is,
without a doubt, the most important goal
KyOPA can pursue. Public outreach permeates just about all of our other activities
whether it be consultation on state and federal construction projects or work with Native American tribal groups. Kentucky's
professional archaeologists continue to pursue public outreach on a number of fronts.
Whether it be public archaeological digs
such as the KAS sponsored digs for school
children at the Farnsley-Moreman House at
Riverside in Jefferson County or demonstration of Native American lifeways at Living
Archaeology Weekend at the Red River
Gorge organized by archaeologists at the
Daniel Boone National Forest.

Anne Bader's achievement in establishing the
Falls of the Ohio Archaeological Society (FOAS)
stands out as a resounding achievement. Under Ms.
Bader's guidance, FOAS has grown into a thriving organization of amateur and professional archaeologists that is dedicated to being a positive
force for archaeology in both Kentucky and Indiana. FOAS has assisted on a number of excavations and recently the Indiana Department ofNatural Resource Division of Historic Preservation and
Archaeology (DNR-DHPA) awarded Anne Bader
and FOAS the 2004 Indiana Archaeology Award
in recognition of the coordination and accomplishment of the group's amateur members on a sal-
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vage excavation at a major prehistoric site in Spencer County, Indiana. FOAS has asked KyOPA to
help their organization develop a process for training and certifying its members in archaeological
field and laboratory techniques so that they can
more effectively assist the professional archaeological community in conducting archaeological
research. The members of the KyOPA Board of
Directors and the Educational Outreach Committee hope to assist them. However, we understand
that this is no minor task and as one member of
the Board stated, "If we are going to do this, we
need to make sure we do this right." Over the next
year we will be working with FOAS to find out
how we can help establish and administer an amateur accreditation program. This will require a
long-term commitment on the part of the KyOPA
membership and we will need to coordinate with
the Kentucky Heritage Council and our colleagues
at the Indiana DNR-DHPA to get guidance and
support for the accreditation process.
6) KyOPA should find ways to further archaeological research in Kentucky. To pursue this
end, the KyOPA Board of Directors established
the KyOPA Archaeological Research Grant. The
research grant is envisioned to be an annual grant
awarded to one or more individuals to be used for
research that contributes to the overall goals of
archaeological research in Kentucky. The grant is
open to all Full and Associate members of Kentucky. The number of grants and the amount to be
awarded will be based on the merits of the applications and the money available. The Board of
Directors set aside a portion of the Organization's
available funds to be allocated for the grant, and
members now have the opportunity to donate additional money to the fund when paying their membership dues. The Board is finalizing the application and approval procedures for the grant and will
be submitting a request for grant proposals shortly.

The major thing I've learned over the past
couple of years is that we need to set clear goals
that the active membership manage. It is easy to
over-extend an organization with fewer than a
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hundred members. But we also shouldn't shy away
from the challenges KyOPA can face as an organization when we face them together as a united
group of professional archaeologists.
I would like to thank you all again for the
opportunity to serve as President for the past two
years and as Vice-President for the two years before that. It has been a great opportunity to work
with many of you and get to know more of the
archaeologists who call Kentucky home. And let
me be the first to wish Dr. Darlene Applegate the
best of luck as she picks up the reins as KyOPA
President and guides us for the next two years.
Let's all do what we can to help her and the members of the Board of Directors.
Best Regards,
Michael W. French

FEATURE ARTICLE
CHANGE HAPPENS: THE
CONTINUING TRANSFORMATION
OF WICKLIFFE MOUNDS
Kit W Wesler, Department of Geosciences,
Murray State University
***Abridged version of a paper presented at the
Southeastern Archaeological Conference, St.
Louis MO, 22 October 2004***

The Wickliffe Mounds Research Center no
longer exists, at least not as a museum, teaching
and research center owned by Murray State University. The good news is that the Commonwealth
of Kentucky has taken it on as the 11thKentucky
State Historic Site, operated through Kentucky
State Parks. That this happened is a testament to
the flood of emails, letters and phone calls that
dissuaded Murray State's administration from sim-
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ply abandoning the site. KyOPAadded your voices
to the protest, and for that I thank you sincerely.

j

Aside from a certain personal irritation about
the process, I wonder if there are some general
lessons to be learned from MSU's tenure at the
site, lessons about the place of public archaeology in universities, lessons regarding issues of
stewardship.
Fain W. King excavated at Wickliffe from
1932 to 1939. In 1946, King turned the site over
to Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah, with the
agreement that the hospital would operate the tourist attraction whose income would support the site,
h~lp pay down the hospital's mortgage, and pay
Kmg and his wife an annuity for the rest of their
lives. Whether the tourist income ever covered
the expenses is unclear, but the hospital was stuck
with the deal until 1982, when Mrs. King died.
The hospital looked into developing the property
for condominiums and also selling it to the local
relic collectors, but the responsible amateurs in
Western Kentucky helped persuade the hospital
administration to donate the site and collections
toMSU.
So, in 1983, the Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center rose from the carnival formerly and regrettably called the Ancient Buried City.
We then embarked on a mission that I considered to be appropriate to a university program:
stewardship of the site, curation of the collections,
public education, and training of students through
an annual field school. We excavated there every
year from 1984 through 1996, again in 2000, and
again in 2004. I'd like to think we made a contribution to understanding West Kentucky Mississippian archaeology. We also hosted around
150,000 visitors and trained nearly 200 students
in archaeological and museum methods.
The fact that we did excavate the site raised
a fundamental issue of stewardship. When I cir-
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culated an excavation plan to colleagues in early
1984, I got some nice comments, but also some
suggestions that I should not excavate the site at
all, that I should conduct survey and testing in the
region instead. Well, on the one hand, the University of Illinois was already doing that, but on the
other, I understood the principle behind the suggestion, a principle that came out of the ideal of
conservation archaeology. Simply put, I should
not be digging a protected site, but should address
my attention to privately-owned sites that were
being plowed and pothunted.
That sounds good in theory, but I have a
counter-example, which also happens to be a site
owned by MSU. The Savage Cave was privately
owned until about 1981 by an owner who collected
artifacts from it but who protected it from looters.
She allowed an excavation by the Carnegie Museum in the 1960s, which has never been fully reported. With financing from the Archaeological
Conservancy, MSU took ownership of Savage
Cave barely a year before we took on the Wickliffe
Mounds.
Our management plan for Savage Cave embodied the ideals of conservation archaeology and
speleology. The site would not be excavated without approval of a board, would only be investigated under a rigorous research design that accounted for the fragility of the cave ecosystem,
and MSU archaeologists would not conduct investigations for anything as low-priority as a field
school. The theory was: the site is owned by a
university, it is protected, it should not be disturbed.
MSU fenced and gated the entrance, and the
looters cut right through. We found tenants to live
in the cabin on site and guard the cave, and the
looters bought them of£ The site is badly looted.
What went wrong? The practical answer is
that it is too far from Murray for our personnel to
keep an eye on it. The underlying answer is a ba-
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sic fallacy in the management plan's assumption:
that we shouldn't excavate there because a university owned it, therefore it was protected.
It was not protected. It was not an asset to
the university. It served no instructional function,
either for university training or public education.
It served no research function for university programs. However much archaeologists value the
cultural resource that Savage Cave represents, it
makes no evident contribution to the university's
mission. Therefore, the resources that were invested there were utterly inadequate to protect the
site.

At Wickliffe, I tried to create a program that
was an asset to the university's mission: public
education, student training, and research. We also
charged admission to the site to help defray operating expenses. We scraped by for twenty years,
with the help of grants too numerous to list here,
volunteer help, and long hours by a dedicated staff.
Murray State supported two salaries, and then the
state legislature added a third salary and some
groundskeeping money. With occasional extra
help from well-disposed but cash-strapped deans,
we scraped by, thinking that we brought in enough
good publicity and served academic and strategic
goals well enough to justify our existence.
Speaking of strategic goals, consider a couple
of MSU's strategic goals, listed in official documents and on our web site. These are presented
under the heading, "Goals Related to External
Relations":
· "The University shall play an active role in
regional economic development."
· "The University shall support the region
through arts, cultural, and professional programs."
· "The University shall engage in public
service programs with business, industry and
labor, public and private schools, governmental agencies, and the general public."
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Those goals sound to me a lot like tourism,
museum education, and school tours and visits.
Our program helped provide those things to the
regional community, as well as research productivity and student training. We also got good press
regularly.
It turns out there's an invisible subtext to our
"Goals Related to External Relations": as long as
they don 't cost us any money.

Last winter, a new gubernatorial administration slapped the Kentucky state universities with
unprecedented funding cuts. I appreciate that my
university made a conscientious effort to handle
these cuts without firing any tenured faculty. But
the funding for the Wickliffe Mounds was cut from
the budget without warning, without consultation-and without any consideration of the consequences.
When I went in to speak with our Provost
about the cut, he told me, "Well, we can just hand
it back to whatever state agency we're managing
it for."
The administration, having no institutional
memory, did not even bother to find out that we
owned the site before making the cut. It would
not have been hard to find out that much about the
program.
The administration expected that we could
just close the doors of the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center and "mothball" it, and come back
when times were rosy again. When I pointed out
the site would be looted, the buildings vandalized
and the collections ransacked, all I received was
collective disbelief from the administration.
How much money was involved here? At
that time, we were down to a university support of
two
not-very-lucrative
salaries
and
groundskeeping, for a total of about $72,000 per
year.
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National Register of Historic Places
Listings for Kentucky
August - December 2004
JEFFERSON COUNTY

Howard-Hardy House, 429 South Second
Street, Louisville, 03000709, listed 11/09/04

Let's put that in perspective. Last spring our
campus newspaper reported that Murray State subsidized its sports programs to the tune of 3.9 million dollars. That's the deficit-that's over and
above what they took in in revenue. That's money
coming from state appropriations and tuition, apparently. That's three times what we invested in
operating the libraries in FY 2003. The administration did not dispute those figures.
But $72,000 was too much to spend on a program that protected a National Register site and
its collections, and supported the "Goals Related
to External Relations" noted above.
I am grateful that the news of this cut stirred
up a storm of protest. Community members, teachers, school kids, colleagues, and Native Americans
from literally all over the United States called,
wrote, emailed, and published letters to the editor,
all decrying the shortsightedness of the decision.
One former student emailed repeatedly from Afghanistan. It worked, sort of The administration
began to take seriously the notion that maybe the
site should not be left unprotected. But they still
didn't want to pay for it. They even refused to
allow me to get an estimate for writing a grant for
security measures, on the grounds that they would
not spend any more money on the site.
The university's public statements got defensive rather quickly. The university's press office
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said that we didn't have the money to devote to a
tourist attraction, which was all that Wickliffe
Mounds really was, and that it was a money-loser
for the university.
The entire university is a money loser as far
as the state budget is concerned. We, as a society,
invest in the universities because we believe that
education pays. That, in fact, is a Kentucky slogan: Education Pays. We, as a society, believe in
heritage conservation, in public education, in stewardship, and that they also pay in the long run-or
so we would like to think.
None of us are college presidents, who cut
with a stroke of a pen the funding for a facility we
have never visited and which we don't even bother
to find out that we own, because all we see is a
line item on a budget sheet.
In the end, the university solicited the new
Secretary of the Commerce Cabinet to ask if he
would take the Wickliffe Mounds into the state
parks system. He did. Kentucky still does not
have a state budget; the parks system does not have
a budget; but the Commerce secretary, a Republican with a business background in hotels and tourism and a mandate to cut costs, streamline and
make profitable the state parks system, recognized
that the heritage and public education value of the
Wickliffe Mounds was worth saving. Too bad a
university president couldn't.
What are the lessons that I need to learn?
One, perhaps, is that university ownership does
not ensure enlightened stewardship. I'd like to
think that Murray State is an aberration, but I doubt
it. The people who are chosen by political appointees to administer universities have no understanding of, or appreciation for, the cultural properties that we hold to be significant.
A second lesson is that I need to learn what
university administrators do value. Savage Cave
is not an asset to the university under a management plan limited by principles of conservation,
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and is in fact a liability if someone gets hurt while
vandalizing the cave. I tried to operate the
Wickliffe Mounds as an asset academically and
as a resource to the region, but that was not enough.
Money is the bottom line.
In the end, the site was saved for another incarnation as the Wickliffe Mounds State Historic
Site. MSU will continue cataloguing and analyzing artifacts as part of ongoing laboratory training
for our students. We will consult on any new research, for instance, testing and mitigation for a
flagpole that State Parks will want to place on the
site (when they get a budget). In the long run,
State Parks will put a lot more money into the site
than MSU ever would, because Parks takes pride
in its facilities.
~

COMMITTEE REPORTS

LIMITS OF ACCEPTABLE
CHANGE IN RED RIVER GORGE:
HOW MUCH CHANGE WILL WE
ACCEPT?
Susan Neumeyer, USA CE Louisville District,
Regulatory Branch

All too often as professional archaeologists,
we don't have an active voice in the long-term
plans for significant cultural resources. We race
to identify, evaluate, and mitigate sites before they
are destroyed. Sometimes we even become involved as individuals in protecting and interpreting sites with which we have some personal connection. But rarely do we have an opportunity to
participate in a planning process where decisions
and strategies are made by consensus among the
participants. We now have that opportunity in the
Red River Gorge and as individuals and as a collective body, we are stepping to the forefront to be
heard.
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On June 1, 2004 the Daniel Boone National
Forest initiated a Limits of Acceptable Change (the
LAC) process for the Red River Gorge area within
the Stanton Ranger District. The LAC is a 9-step
collaborative process that has been developed to
address adverse human-induced impacts caused by
recreation and other activities, and how to address
those impacts by applying resource protection
measures while also providing recreational opportunities that the public values. KyOPA has formed
an LAC committee currently represented by
Michael French, Bill Sharp, Sandy Stevens, and
myself. One or more of us have attended each
meeting-or workshop-to date and have tried to
represent the professional community's concerns
about protecting cultural resources in the Red River
Gorge.
The goal of the LAC process is not to stop
the recreational activities that in many cases have
led to adverse impacts to the Gorge, but rather to
better control human-induced changes to the forest and limit detrimental activities. This will ultimately be done by limiting the range of activities
that can occur in certain parts of the forest. The
process requires deciding what kinds of conditions
are acceptable (e.g., 10 campsites per 1,000 acres
in a particular area of the Gorge), then prescribing
actions to protect or achieve those conditions ( e.g.,
once 11 campsites per 1,000 acres are established
in that part of the Gorge, previously identified
management actions kick in to bring the condition
back within acceptable limits).
Public workshops are held for each of the nine
steps (at least one per step, but more are added as
needed. For example, the recently concluded Step
2 required 4 workshops) and the process does not
advance until consensus among participants is
achieved. Each person present is provided the opportunity to off er his or her opinion, and issues
are discussed until some level of agreement or
compromise is reached. This is where KyOPA and
individuals can have a loud and strong voice. The
more archaeologists there are at a given workshop,
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the stronger our voice will be. The average workshop attendance has been approximately 20 people,
but in October, 12 people were making decisions
for the more than 250,000 people who enjoy the
Gorge each year.
The nine steps of the LAC process are:
Step 1: Identify issues and concerns;
Step 2: Define and describe opportunity zones;
Step 3: Select indicators of resource and social
conditions;
Step 4: Inventory existing resource and social
conditions;
Step 5: Specify measurable standards for the
resource and social indicators selected
for each opportunity zone;
Step 6: Identify alternative Opportunity Zone
allocations;
Step 7: Identify what management actions
would be needed for each alternative
from Step 6;
Step 8: Evaluate and select a preferred alternative. This determines an action plan;
and
Step 9: Implement actions for preferred alternative and monitor conditions.
In the first step, a list of issues of concern
was generated. Some of those issues have been
tabled until later in the process, but most identified the types of resources, activities, and problems that will be addressed throughout the remainder of the process. Step 2 was concluded at the
end of the November meeting. The purpose of this
step was to identify "opportunity zones" in the Red
River Gorge in an abstract way. Without drawing
lines on a map, the group defined six zones that
will (it is hoped) eventually encompass the entire
Red River Gorge. One of the zones is called a
"Critical Resource/Habitat Zone" and was explicitly suggested by KyOPA LAC committee mem-
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hers as a zone wherein cultural/natural resources
of extraordinary significance are protected above
and beyond the demands of recreation. Over the
course of four workshops, the need for this sort of
zone was questioned and heavily debated, but by
the end of November's meeting, it remained in the
final draft. I see this as a huge accomplishment by
KyOPA!
The opportunity zones are comparable to the
idea ofurban zoning, and ultimately the group will
define standards for all the issues listed in step 1,
that once exceeded, will be addressed by management actions that will be created in step 7.
The LAC process will be a lengthy one. The
Forest Service folks would like to see it concluded
by the end of 2005, but workshops have been suspended for the holiday season, and once we resume in January, we will just begin Step 3. In the
interim, it is unclear how the Stanton District is
meeting its NEPA and Section 106 obligations in
the Red River Gorge. The management of the
Daniel Boone National Forest is relying heavily
upon the success and outcome of the LAC process to help it meet its cultural resources responsibilities.
KyOPA has established an active LAC committee which has been integrally involved in the
process to date. However, since individual input
and comments are recorded at each workshop, our
individual opinions will count more than our collective one. I would therefore encourage everyone to attend as many meetings as possible to provide a range of opinions about the treatment of
cultural resources within the Red River Gorge.
Obviously over a two-year span (the anticipated
duration of the LAC), most folks will not have the
interest or time to attend every meeting, but the
more we can establish that the professional archaeological community is concerned about cultural resources in the Red River Gorge and can
off er opinions about potential future actions, the
more the Forest Service will listen and become
receptive to our ideas.
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If you would like more information about the
process, please visit the Daniel Boone National
Forest's LAC website at www.fs.fed.us/boone/lac
or contact me at (502) 315-6681 or Susan.
Neumeyer@1rl02.usace.army.mil.One note of caution about the Forest's website: as of this writing
(November 15, 2004), the Forest is in the process
of changing servers and the website is intermittently out of service. They hope to be fully migrated by the end of 2004. I have kept copies of all
handouts and I maintain fairly detailed notes, so if
there is information you want but cannot download from the site, please contact me directly. ~

EXPLANATION FOR KYOPA'S
NEED FORA TREATMENT OF
HUMAN REMAINS POLICY
by Kelli Carmean, Native American
Consultation Committee

The need for an explicit, written position
statement on KyOPA's thoughts concerning the
treatment of human remains, particularly Native
American remains, was made clear during our recent consultations on federal highway projects. In
these consultations time is provided for the consulting parties to briefly state their various positions. The Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, for
example, has a written, formal policy on this subject that has been officially approved by the tribal
council (http://doc.narf.org/nill/Codes/ebcicode/
eccodech70preservation.htm). As such, representatives for the Cherokee can stand up, and with
the full force of the tribe behind them, advocate
their position with strength and conviction. This
fact sends a powerful message to all assembled,
including the government. KyOPA does not currently have a policy, formal or otherwise, on this
issue and as such, Kentucky's archaeological
community is at a disadvantage in these consultations.
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Since KyOPA is not an entity that can set actual archaeological policy in the state, the proposed
KyOPA policy should, at best, be considered a
summary of our collective position on this very
important issue. Having such a summary is not
only helpful for us as an archaeological community, but it can also serve us well in our interactions with federal, state, municipal and tribal governments, as well as our interactions with the general public.
In preparing this policy we, the members of
the Native American Consultation Committee, reviewed other policies on this issue, including
SAA's very general statement (http://www.saa.org/
Repatriation/repat policy.html), and the Ohio Archaeological Council's very specific statement
(http://www.
o hioarc hae olo gy. or g I
about.html#remains) that they adopted in 1983.
The draft policy before you is a combination of
these policies but falls somewhere between the
two. We have circulated various drafts within our
committee, to the Board of Directors, and also to
the KyOPA membership via listserv. Important
feedback was gained at all of these levels.
Now, we seek a vote of approval on this
policy from the KyOPA membership at the Annual KyOPA Business Meeting on February 26,
2005, to be held in conjunction with the KHC
meeting in Lexington. Thank you!

KyOPA Policy on the Treatment of
Human Remains
To Be Adopted
The Kentucky Organization of Professional
Archaeologists (KyOPA) recognizes the legitimacy of both scientific and traditional interests in
human remains. In our commitment to understanding and communicating the richness of humanity's
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c) the strength of the relationship of the
descendants to the remains in question.

cultural and physical heritage, however, we are
ethically required to advocate for the continued
conservation of archaeological data. Research in
many related scientific fields depends upon responsible scholars having collections of human remains
reasonably available both for replicative research
as well as research addressing new questions or
employing new analytical techniques.

By weighing each case on these four factors we understand that some cases will be
resolved in favor of scientific interests and
other cases will be resolved in favor of traditional interests.
4.

All excavated human remains should be
thoroughly and appropriately studied according to standard, accepted archaeological practice. KyOPA considers appropriate
study to include drawings, photographs,
images, measurements, radiocarbon dating,
DNA analysis, and stable isotope analysis.
All photographs will be used for scientific
documentation purposes only. No human remains should be reinterred before appropriate documentation and study has been completed. Where the above analyses are not
immediately performed, a small bone
sample will be preserved in those case-bycase instances where repatriation is the outcome.

5.

All excavated human remains should be
studied by qualified, responsible researchers within a limited but reasonable time
frame. The time frame will be established
on a case-by-case basis depending on the
quantity and condition of human remains
to be studied, and funding and analytical
resources. KyOPA agrees with the Native
American Heritage Commission's guidelines: three years for every 25 individuals.

6.

Until repatriation is negotiated, all excavated human remains must be curated with
an official state repository. After curation
all Native American human remains will
proceed into the consultation process outlined in the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 (http:/
/www.cr.nps.gov/nagpra/).

Although we consider this policy to be applicable to the study of all human remains, it is geared
toward Native American human remains. We also
recognize that the study of human remains does
not occur in a cultural or historical vacuum. We
seek to find mutually-agreeable solutions in which
the study of Native American human remains can
occur.

Policy
1.

Wherever possible both human burials and
the burial place should be avoided, left undisturbed, and the integrity of the burial
place should be retained without alteration.

2.

When avoidance cannot be achieved, all human remains should be excavated, and at
all times must be treated with dignity and
respect. All excavations will be performed
under the direct supervision of professional
archaeologists and according to professional
standards.

3.

Conflicting claims concerning the proper
treatment and disposition of excavated human remains must be resolved on a caseby-case basis through consideration of:
a) the scientific importance of the particular remains in question;
b) the cultural and religious values oflineal descendants including those who are
official representatives of federally-recognized Native American tribes; and
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2005 CALENDAR
February
26
Kentucky Heritage Council Conference,
Lexington
26

KyOPAAnnual Business Meeting

March/ April
14-15 Society for American Archaeology
Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT

of the earliest varieties of ceramics in central and
eastern Kentucky. The ceramics were recovered
from only two units (TU s 45 and 4 7), both located
in the northern block. A report detailing all aspects
of the Phase II and III investigations of site
l 5WN73 will be submitted to KYTC in April 2005
upon completion of the artifact analysis.

m

NEW ARCHAEOLOGISTS ON THE
BOONE
RandyBoedy

CURRENT RESEARCH
AMEC
Anne T Bader
Susan Andrews and Mindi King of AMEC
Earth & Environmental completed Phase III archaeological investigations at site 15WN73 in
September 2004. A total of32 l-x-1 meter test units
(TUs) were excavated, as well as five partial TUs
(approximately 1 m-x-50 cm), and an area encompassing approximately 330 m2 was stripped to look
for features. A water line was installed within the
right-of-way prior to Phase III mitigation of the
site. This construction activity resulted in destruction of a large portion of the intact deposits that
had been recorded following Phase II archaeological investigations. A total of 5,945 artifacts were
recovered during the Phase III mitigation. This
includes 5,890 debitage, 8 bifaces, 39 projectile
point/knives (PP/Ks), and 8 prehistoric ceramic
sherds. The identifiable PP/Ks recovered date the
site from the Early to Late Archaic time period,
and 20 of the 27 identifiable PP/Ks were recovered from the midden deposits located in the northern block. The depths from which these tools were
recovered indicate there is an intact Early to
Middle Archaic component below the Late Archaic
component. The prehistoric ceramics recovered
from site 15WN73 were identified as being of the
Adena Plain/Fayette Thick variety which is one
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Melissa Twaroski and Kyran Kelly joined the
Heritage staff on the Daniel Boone National Forest this fall. Melissa assumed the Forest Archaeologist position in the Supervisor's Office. Kyran,
a new archaeological trainee, began work on the
Steams Ranger District in Whitley City.
Melissa comes to us from the Superior National Forest in northern Minnesota where she
worked for four years. Prior to that she had worked
from 1992 to 2000 as a District Archaeologist on
the National Forests of Mississippi. Melissa's husband, Jim, also works on the Forest, on the Stanton
Ranger District as a NEPA writer.
Kyran was previously employed with URS
Corp. in Minneapolis, a leading planning environmental and design firm. He has worked for a variety of cultural resource consulting firms since
1991. He has conducted field work in seven different states across the northern midwest.

m

HILL-LEWIS "SOUTHERN"
SURVEY: HELPNEEDED
Robert C. Dunnell
During the late 191h century, a remarkable
privately-funded (Hill) survey of aboriginal
mounds was carried out in the 11 states and
Manitoba constituting the the upper Mississippi
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valley by a dedicated young surveyor (Lewis).
These data were not published contemporaneously
(the sole exception is Lewis 1885) but by great
good fortune, the State of Minnesota purchased
their notebooks and plats. They are now housed
in the Minnesota Historical Library in St. Paul
(Keyes 1928, 1930; Nielsen, personal communication, September 2004) where they constitute a
valuable resource for Midwestern archaeology.
What is not generally appreciated is that Lewis,
not content to wait out the long dark Minnesota
winters indoors, frequently came south and
mapped and recorded mounds and mound groups
inArkansas, Kentucky, Georgia, Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, and Tennessee (Keyes 1930:217).
These records are not, unfortunately, with the better known upper Mississippi valley materials held
by the Minnesota Historical Society (Neilsen, personal communication, September 2004). It is not
known whether they were included in the purchase
by the State of Minnesota or whether they remained with the Hill heirs and were deposed of
separately or, worse yet, have been lost or destroyed.
I am trying to locate these "southern" records
as part of a research effort focused on the history
of archaeology in the central Mississippi valley. I
am most anxious to learn whether any readers
know of the whereabouts of these records and/or
their disposition. Even references to or citations
of these records would be most appreciated. I can
be reached via email at bugger1056@aol.com or
by mail to R C Dunnell I F arrest House I 21 Pruett
Rd I Natchez MS 39120-9427.
References Cited
Keyes, Charles R.
1928 The Hill-LewisArcheological Survey.
Minnesota History 9:96-108.
1929 A (sic) Unique Survey. Palimpsest
9:214-226.
Lewis, Theodore H.
1885 Notice of Some Recently Discovered
Effigy Mounds. Science 5:131-132.
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SEAC STUDENT PAPER
BOOK PRIZE
Awarded to KyOPAmember and UK
graduate student Victor Thompson,
for his paper titled "The Formation
and Function of Shell Rings: A Case
Study from Sapelo Island"
October 2004
Congratulations!

RECENT CONFERENCE
PRESENTATIONS
GRAY & PAPE, INC
Jim Pritchard
Dr. Michele Williams (Miami University) and
James C. Pritchard, RPA (Gray & Pape, Inc.) presented a paper at the 61 st SEAC meetings in St.
Louis on October 23, 2004. The paper, Shelbyville:
The Archaeobotany of Hogpits and Privies, presented the findings of Gray & Pape's 2003 Phase
II National Register of Historic Places eligibility
assessment of a dismantled historic farmstead
(15Sh66) in Shelby County, Kentucky. Dr. Williams' and Mr. Pritchard's presentation was part of
General Session 14 on Paleoethnobotany and
Zooarchaeology. In brief, despite a lack of comparative literature on the archaeobotany of North
American historic sites, charred and uncharred
botanical remains from refuse piles, privies, and a
hog scalding pit were recovered and analyzed.
This project provided the researchers with a unique
opportunity to compare historic archaeobotanical
remains from sealed, charred, and open contexts
and to discuss the plant assemblages from these
very dissimilar features. The project was graciously funded by the Kentucky Transportation
~
Cabinet.
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"IN THE 'STRANGER PEOPLE'S'
COUNTRY": LITERARY
ARCHAEOLOGY IN MIDDLE
TENNESSEE

22°dAnnual

Kentucky Heritage Council
Archaeological Conference
February 25-27, 2005
Seay Auditorium (Agriculture Building)
University of Kentucky, Lexington

Donald B. Ball
Paper presented at the 90'hAnnual Meeting of
the Kentucky Academy of Sciences, Murray,
Kentucky, November 4-6, 2004 .

Although considerable attention has been directed toward the late prehistoric stone box graves
of the central Cumberland River Valley,little scholarly effort has been devoted to the folklore surrounding these once commonplace vestiges of the
past. Mary Noailles Murfree's 1891 novel "In the
'Stranger People's' Country" is the only known
fictional representation of these burial places and
serves to provide intriguing insights into the folk
perspective of the "leetle people," a long extinct
"race" of pygmies once believed to have lived in
the region . This paper presents extracts from
Murfree's novel and discusses the primary sources
she used in writing her story.
~

Friday,Feb.25,2005
1:00 - 4:30 pm -Workshop on Historical
Archaeology (Will be held in Room 245 of
the UK Student Center)
8:00 pm - Hospitality Room (sponsored by
KyOPA)
Saturday,Feb.26,2005
8:30 am - Registration ($15)
9:00 - Opening Remarks
9:30 am - 4: 10 pm - Paper Presentations
4:20 pm -Announcements
4:30 pm -KyOPABusiness Meeting (open to
all members)
8:00 pm - Hospitality Room (sponsored by
KyOPA)
Sunday,Feb.27,2005
9:00 am - 11:50 am - Paper Presentations
12:00 pm - Conference Wrap-Up
The Seay Auditorium is located in the Agriculture
Science building, at the comer of South Limestone
and Cooper Drive . A map is located at: http ://
www.ppd.uky.edu/CampusMaps /map 8-5x 11.pdf

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Abstracts of reports received at the Office
of State Archaeology will no longer be included in the KyOPA newsletter due to space
limitations.

Parking: There is a small parking lot immediately
adjacent to the Agriculture building. Additional
parking is located in the Chandler Medical Center
parking garage.
Lodging: A block of rooms has been reserved at
the Springs Inn (www.springsinn .com). When
reserving a room, identify yourself as being with
the Kentucky Heritage Council Archaeology
Conference or the UK Archaeology Program. The
rooms will be held until February 11, 2005.
Phone: 859-277-5851 or 800-354-9503
Rate: Single or Double $55 + tax per night.
If you have any questions, please contact Dr. David
Pollack, Kentucky Heritage Council at
david .pollack@ky .gov
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Kentucky Archaeology is a publication of the Kentucky Organization of Professional Archaeologists and is issued twice
a year in the Summer and Winter. The deadline for submitting announcements, short news items, queries, call for
papers, book reviews, current research, and other materials is May 15 for the Summer issue and November 15 for the
Winter issue. Please send materials to Tanya M. Peres, KyOPAEditor, Program for Archaeological Research, University of Kentucky, 1020A Export St., Lexington, KY 40506; phone: 859-257-1944, fax: 859-323-1968: e-mail:
tmpere2@uky.edu. Submissions should be sent in either Word or Word Perfect files on disk or via email attachments.
Please note the software and version in your cover letter.
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Michael French
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1 Big Red Way
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darlene.applegate@wku.edu
Secretary-Treasurer:
Melinda King
AMEC Earth & Environmental
690 Commonwealth Center
11003 Bluegrass Parkway
Louisville, Kentucky 40213
Phone: 502-267-0700 ext. 117
Fax: 502-267-5900
melinda.king@amec.com

Board Members:
Kelli Carmean (2004-2007)
Department of Anthropology
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY 40475-3100
Phone: 606-622-1366
Fax: 606-622-1020
kelli.carmean@eku.edu

Gwynn Henderson (2003-2006)
Kentucky Archaeological Survey
University of Kentucky
1020A Export St.
Lexington, KY 40506-9854
Phone: 859-257-1944
Fax: 859-323-1968
aghend2@uky.edu

Berle Clay (2003-2006)
Cultural Resource Analysts
143 WaltonAve.
Lexington, KY 40508-2364
Phone: 859-252-4737
Fax: 859-254-3747
rbclay@crai-ky.com

Susan Neumeyer (2004-2007)
US Army Corps of Engineers
Louisville District
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, KY 40201
Phone: 502-315-6681
susan.neumeyer@1rl02.usace.army.mil

George Crothers (2003-2006)
University of Kentucky
William S. Webb Museum of
Anthropology
1020A Export St.
Lexington, KY 40506-9854
Phone: 859-257-1944
Fax: 859-323-1968
gmcrot2@uky.edu

Communications/
Newsletter Editor:
Tanya M. Peres
University of Kentucky
Program for Archaeological
Research
I 020A Export St.
Lexington, KY 40506-9854
Phone: 859-257-1944
Fax: 859-323-1968
tmpere2@uky.edu

Moving? If you have a change of address for the mailing of Kentucky Archaeology, please let us know. To avoid
missing any newsletter, send address changes to the KyOPA Secretary-Treasurer, Melinda King, AMEC Earth &
Environmental, 690 Commonwealth Center, 11003 Bluegrass Parkway, Louisville, KY 40213.
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c/o Program for Archaeological Research
University of Kentucky
1020A Export Street
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